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An algorithm for the enumeration of all combinatorial type’s of three-dimensional poiyhedrJ 
described and the respective numbers of polyhedra with f faces, 4~f~ 11, are !&ted. 
The investigation of the cor?‘nbizzInrial types of polyhedra goes back to Euler. 
Since then little progress has been made, and only the combinatorial types of 
polyhedra with few faces were determined. Steiner (1829) [8] listed the com- 
binatorial types of polyhedra with up to 6 faces. The polyhedra with 7 and 8 faces 
were completely determined by Hermes (1899) [6] and recently again by Britton 
and Dunitz (1973) [2]. The enumeration of the combinatorial types with 9 faces 
was completed by Federico (1969) [4]; later Federico (1975) [S] gave lower limits 
for the numbers of combinatorial types vdith 10 and 11 faces. 
2. eco a 
According to a theorem of Steinitz [9] every convex polyhedron P in R” can be 
reduced to the tetrahedron using w-and q-processes. Conversely, P can be 
derived from the tetrahedron b!r the inverses of these processes, as well as by 
several other combinations of various processes. One such combination of proces- 
ses consists of the folk wirg two elementary processes: 
(1) By a plane cuttirlg tk:rou::h all the edges radiating from the v,-valent vertex 
Ei the f-hedron is transformed into the (f + l)-hedron. The number of vertices 
thereby is increased by vi - 1. 
(2) Through reduction, the ed:;e shrinks and t 6: vertex Ei will coincide with 
the vertex Ej; thus the number of vertices is decreased by 1. To allow for the 
reduction of the edge Kii it is necez 
-both faces containing t ave more than t 
-no other face containing 1Zi has a common Jert 
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All cc,mbinatorial types of simple polyhec!ra (i.e. all vertices ar,e three-valent) 
with 1’ faces are obtained from the (f- 1) fazed pol!,hedra if: 
( 1 ) From all the simple (f - 1 )-hedra each vertex is cut off, in turn. 
(2) From all (f- 1)-hedra which have just one vertex of valence four or more, 
this vertex is cut off. 
Simple polyhedra with f faces have 2f-4 vertices and no supplementary edge 
can be added without increasing the number of faces. All other -polyhedra with 
less vertices are obtained from the simple polyhedra through all possible edge- 
reductions. Repeating this process the completely reduced polyhedra are finally 
reached when no further edge can be reduced without decreasing the number of 
faces. 
All polyhedra derived according to these processes have to be checked for 
isomorphism. Two polyhedra P1 and Pz are called isomorphic and are considered 
to belong to the same cwmb3natorial type ii’ ipI (can be mapped onto P2 so that 
there is a one-to-one correspondence betwec!rl faces, edges and vertices as well as 
maint,aining their incidences. A unique characterisatioil of the combinatorial type 
is obtained through the unified polyhedra-scheme, Engel [3]. For every face the 
numbers of the vertices within,the face are written in cyclic order according to the . 
following rules: 
C 1) Among the faces which contain the highest number of vertices one vertex is 
chosen; here the numbering shall start. 
(2) All vert ices and edges are llldependently numbered in sequence until the 
cycle for the corresponding face is completed. 
(3) The cycle for the next face begins at the -,dge with the smallest number but 
in the opposite direction. 
(4) The polyhedron-scheme is complete when all the edges have been encoun- 
tered twice. 
This polyhedron-sf:heme depends only upon the starting vertex and the direc- 
tion of the enumeration. For all vertices which klfil rule 1 the schemes are written 
down but only those with the longest cycle for the second face are retained. 
Amongst these all with the longest third and! frirther with the longest ith cycic: are 
retained. Amongst the remaining schemes the one wherein the smallest number 
first ~CCUI’S is chosen. With this procedure a .miqde polyhedron-schcmc can be 
assigned to each convex polyhedron. Two ison$orp+ types yield always the same 
scheme. If the direction of enumeration is dekaed.. enantiomorphic polyhedra are 
led. When both directions of enumeration are considered, the number 
polyhedron-schemes corresponds to thl; order of the automorphism 
the corresponding edge-graph. 
This ldlgorithnl is used in a computer prograr;l El :LER writkn in PL,‘I. In order 
tlo perform the two processes of cutting vestices and of reduGng edges, the 
ron is star-ed according to Nef [7] in a slllitable data-structure. The 
faces :are directly subordinated to the polyhedron as the s 
ace are directly subo_-dinated the bounding ed ces and to each 
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Table 1. Number of combinatorial types of polyhedra with f faces and 
e vertictts 
\‘.‘\\I 4 5 6 -- 7 8 9 10 
” 
4 1 
5 1 1 
6 12 2 2 
7 2 8 11 8 5 
8 9 . 11 42 74 76 38 
9 8 74 296 633 768 
10 5 76 633 2635 6134 
11 38 768 6134 25626 
12 14 55x 8822 64439 
13 219 7916 104213 
14 50 4442 112082 
1s 1404 79773 
lh 233 216<28 
17 9714 
18 1249 
Total 1 2 7 34 257 2606 32300 440554 
edge are subordinated both limiting vertices. Thus all operations performed on 
the higher level elements of the polyhedron are a logical consequence oif the 
operations performed on the lower level element-s. 
All calculations were performed using the BM 3033 computer of BEDAG 
(Berne). All combinatorial types of polyhedra with f< 11 were calculated. The 
amount of computer performance increases very rapidly with the number of faces; 
with the algorithm developed the calculation of all combinatorial types of 12- 
faced polyhedra seems to be beyond of reasonable expense. For each combinator- 
ial type the unified polyhedron-scheme, the face- and vertex-symbol and the 
order of the automorphism group was cakulated and stored on magnetic, tape. 
Enantiomorphic types were not distinguished. In Table 1 the numbers of the 
polyhedra types for each number of face 4 d f~ 1 I and for all number of vertices 
e are listed. for the 7- and g-faced polyhedra the results corresponds with those af 
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